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The students of class XII D hosted the virtual assembly on Thursday, the 5th of August through Google
Meet which was also live streamed on the School’s Youtube Channel.
The students enlightened the audience on “How School Fosters Human Excellence through Competence
in three Ways” by adopting various means.
The assembly was set into motion with the Gayathri Mantra. It was followed by an anecdote on famous
Olympic medalists and their competitive spirit which was narrated in a conversational manner.
Furthermore, a glimpse on the eminent personalities of DAV and how the school moulds students’
caliber and aptitude was highlighted.
COMPETENSEA (COMPETENCY),

a short play narrated how the school creates a safe environment for
students to grow and compete with each other in a healthy way. Everyday examples encountered in the
classroom was enacted by students along with a representation in a picturesque form through digital art
made by students.
FLYING FEET,

a dance correlating to the movement of the body in a rhythmic way, showcased the
dancing abilities of the Students and had the audience hooked! The dance spin-off threw light on the
competitive environment that intermural and interschool competitions offer.
EARLY SHOW WITH CAMES JORDEN,

a TALK SHOW was specifically designed to speak about the
efforts taken by the school that bore fruit in students’ lives and made them competent. The show
consisted of a short interview, where the interviewer questioned DAVites about the reason behind their
pinnacle of success.
presented a short montage on the achievements of the DAVites throughout
the years in various fields. The montage culminated with a great sense of gratitude towards the
Principal, teachers and other staff members for encouraging the students and providing support to reach
greater heights.
FRUITS OF COMPETENCE

The program concluded with the Vote of thanks and chanting the Shanti Paat to kindle peace on a
physical, emotional and spiritual level.

COMPETENSEA (COMPETENCY)

„Flying Feet‟ - a Dance spin off

A Talk Show, to probe the Secret of Success

FRUITS OF COMPETENCE – A Montage

